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TRANSLANGUAGING  AMONG ARAB STUDENTS ACQUIRING 
TURKISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE 

ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this research was to investigate how Arab students acquire Turkish 
language at the TÖMER center of Istanbul Aydin University. This research identified 
Turkish-Arabic translanguaging practices, and the attitudes of the participants were 
reported and supported by examples. The study engaged 38 participants with ages 
ranging between 19- 26. The focus of the research was centered on the fact that so 
many students encounter mispronunciation and misunderstanding problems because 
of the similarity between Turkish and Arabic vocabularies and pronunciations. For 
this reason, we worked on answering the following research questions: 

1. What is the prevalent way that TÖMER students follow in order to practice 
translanguaging? 

2. To which extent do the students practice the Turkish-Arabic translanguaging 
technique? 

3. What kind of translanguaging obstacles do the students encounter? 
4. Are Translanguaging and code-switching practiced both at once during the 

class? 
In order to collect the data, the participants were asked to fill in a survey comprising 
several language-relevant questions. The survey questions solicited general 
information about the participants, questioned their speaking difficulties, and then 
probed their aptitude for the encountered obstacles when communicating in Turkish. 
A focus group interview was the second instrument in collecting the required 
information where students had the opportunity to discuss and express their ideas 
verbally and offer more detailed and descriptive attitudes towards the 
translanguaging practice. The interview supported the researcher to reach very 
concise responses about the developed questions of the survey. The findings 
indicated that students' translanguaging has turned to be a kind of code-mixing 
between Turkish and Arabic. Moreover, it was deduced that translanguaging was 
facilitated but confused by the similarity between both languages; facilitated when 
using cognates but confused when using false cognates, and thus, many students 
were resorting to the strategy of recontextualization. The students recontextualized 
difficult and vague rules of grammar as well as newly-learned expressions in a way 
that would fit their understandings of the Turkish context in order to be able to use 
these structures in the future. 
 

Key Words: Translanguaging, second language acquisition, code-switching, 
bilingualism, multilingualism 
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TÜRKÇEYİ İKİNCİ DİL OLARAK EDİNEN ARAP ÖĞRENCİLER 
ARASINDA DİL GEÇİŞİ 

ÖZET 

Bu çalışmanın amacı, İstanbul Aydın Üniversitesi'nin TÖMER merkezinde Arap 
öğrencilerin nasıl Türkçe öğrendiklerini bulmaktı. Bu çalışmada Türkçe-Arapça dil 
alaşımı uygulamaları ve katılımcıların tutumları örneklerle belirlenmiştir. Çalışmaya 
19-26 yaş arası 38 katılımcı dahil edildi. Çalışmanın odak noktası, birçok öğrencinin 
Türkçe ve Arapça sözlükler ile telaffuzlar arasındaki benzerlikler nedeniyle yazım 
hataları ve telaffuz hataları ile karşılaşmalarıydı. Bu nedenle, aşağıdaki araştırma 
sorularının cevabı üzerinde çalıştık: 

1. TÖMER öğrencileri dil alaşımı pratiğini hangi ortak yoldan takip 
ediyorlar? 

2. Öğrenciler Türkçe-Arapça dil alaşımı tekniğini ne ölçüde uyguluyorlar? 
3. Öğrencilerin dil alaşımında engeller nelerdir? 
4. Dil alaşımı ve kod değiştirme tek bir dilde mi çalışıyor? 

Veri toplamak için katılımcılar çeşitli dil soruları içeren bir anket doldurdular. Anket 
zamanı katılımcılar hakkında genel bilgi istenerek, konuşma sorunları sorgulandı ve 
daha sonra Türkçe iletişim kurma çalışmalarındaki engelleri tespit etme yeteneklerini 
ortaya çıkardı. Grup toplantısı görüşmesi, öğrencilerin fikirlerini sözlü olarak 
tartışma ve ifade etme, dil alaşımı pratiğine daha ayrıntılı ve tanımlayıcı bir tutum 
sunma fırsatı buldukları gerekli bilgileri toplamanın ikinci aracıydı. Mülakatlar 
araştırmacının geliştirilen anket soruları hakkında çok kısa cevaplar almasına 
yardımcı oldu. Elde edilen veriler, öğrencilerin dil alaşımında bir tür karıştırma kodu 
haline geldiğini göstermektedir. Sonuçlar, öğrenciler arasındaki çevirinin Türkçe ve 
Arapça arasında bir çeşit karıştırma kodu haline geldiğini gösterdi. 
Ayrıca, dil alaşımının kolaylaştırıldığı, ancak her iki dil arasındaki benzerlikler 
tarafından karıştırıldığı sonucuna varılmıştır; ilgili dilleri kullanırken kolaylaştırılır, 
ancak yanlış ilgili dilleri kullanırken karışır ve böylece birçok öğrenci yeniden 
bağlamsallaştırma stratejisine başvurur. Öğrenciler, karmaşık ve belirsiz dilbilgisi 
kurallarını ve yeni öğrenilen ifadeleri, bu yapıları gelecekte kullanabilmeleri için 
Türk bağlamını anlamalarına uygun bir şekilde yeniden yarattılar.  
 
Anahtar Kelimeler: Dil Alaşımı, İkinci Dil Edinimi, Kod Değişimi, İki Dillilik, Çok 
Dillilik 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

This part includes the background of the study, statement of the Problem, 

purpose of the study, research questions, and significance of the study as well as 

operational definitions 

1.1 Background of the study  

Communication is a complex function in which languages play a significant 

role. Throughout human being history, languages have been developed from 

signs and gestures into complex set of sounds, syntax and semantic, yet tens of 

thousands have been created. Languages are illustrated as indicator of society's 

development. There has been a reliable relationship between the level 

of progression of a society and the complexity and advancement of its language.  

As languages are a vital, yet essential means of communication among people, 

and in our era of fast and vast technological development, people can reach each 

other and communicate more easily. This communication requires people to 

learn and speak other’s languages. For people who are living in a country that 

does not speak their mother tongue, learning that country language will be a 

target not only for commination but also for building relationships; the aimed 

relationships vary from academic, marriage to work, etc. All of this participate 

in more social cohesion between the host community and the migrants or 

residents. The strategic placement of Turkey in the international business map 

has granted it a fast-developing economy and an increasing exposure to other 

cultures. Recently, Turkey has welcomed a huge number of visitors, tourists and 

migrants from all around the world in general and neighboring Arab countries in 

specific.  

Turkish language is considered as a phonetic language where people pronounce 

words exactly as they are written, which makes it an easy language to learn on 

the part of foreigners (Süzer, 2010). In the last few decades, and on the part of 
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language learning, it was important for second/foreign language (hereafter L2) 

learners to forget all about their mother tongue (hereafter L1) and focus only on 

L2. However, in the last ten years, there has been a strong movement to put the 

L1 and L2 together in a productive technique called "translanguaging": “the 

ability of multilingual speakers to shuttle between languages, treating the 

diverse languages that form their repertoire as an integrated system” 

(Canagarajah, 2011, p.401). Translanguaging is the use of one's full linguistic 

repertoire, a way of teaching pedagogy that allows children to read in one 

language and discuss or write in another, even if teachers do not know the L1 of 

their students. The main purpose of employing this technique is using all 

accessible linguistic resources to make meaning (Garcia & Lin, 2016). As 

Garcia puts forward, translanguaging is not solely a technique or social practice 

but also a linguistic theory that poses a competence shaped through social 

recurring interaction and negotiation and this kind of socialization of 

multilinguals arises competences through their contacting practices. 

Learners of language in Turkey usually seek quality courses at universities and 

high institutes for teaching Turkish (Süzer, 2010), and one of the most famous 

targeted courses is TÖMER, which is named after its exam name that refers to 

the academic discipline which students take after passing several stages of 

complete courses of Turkish language learning (Kocaman, Yıldız, & Kamaz, 

2018). 

This research was conducted on a group of Arab students of intermediate level 

taking TÖMER course at Istanbul Aydin University, and while they were 

acquiring Turkish as their second or third language, they were exposed to 

several challenges and difficulties. The researcher's main interest was centered 

on how these students dealt with the processing of Turkish as a second 

language, and how well they were able to switch between Arabic and Turkish in 

the same session, which is referred to as Arabic-Turkish translanguaging. 

1.2 Statement of the Problem 

There is a great need to investigate the input-output process of Arab students’ 

acquisition of Turkish, alongside the technique they use in order to 

translanguage between Turkish and Arabic languages within the class. There is 
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also a need to highlight the difference between code-switching and 

translanguaging and identify whether both of them take place in language 

classes at TOMER centers. The importance of illuminating students' 

translanguaging technique is accompanied by the significance of identifying a 

few language barriers that so many students are not able to overcome, according 

to some teachers of Turkish language. Since students at early stages of learning 

might not have developed an autonomous learning technique, they might not be 

able to understand the process by which they receive input of L2 codes but 

understand them in their L1 and then produce the outcome codes again in L2. 

Sometimes students produce a kind of mixed sentence between Turkish and 

Arabic to compensate for unknown vocabularies so they might resort to speak 

and write in the simplest way according to them. For this reason, how to tackle 

processes of students' translanguaging requires full knowledge by their teachers 

who will be guided only by the kind of research that would contribute to a 

greater consideration of the status of students. 

1.3 Purpose of the Study and Research Questions 

The current research aimed to participate in drawing a clear picture, pacing 

more paved ways to other research in the field of translanguaging. This study's 

objective is also to assess both the prevalence and efficiency of translanguaging 

practices within classroom discourses at TÖMER centers because they provide 

academic yet multinational and multi-cultural atmosphere where Turkish L2 

learners come from different countries and languages, and especially Arabs 

whose mother tongue is Arabic; as Arabs practicing translanguage are the 

subject of this research.  

To help achieving the objective of the research, the following questions had 

been developed to frame this study: 

• What is the prevalent way that TÖMER students follow in order to 

practice translanguaging? 

• To which extent do the students practice the Turkish-Arabic 

translanguaging technique? 

• What kind of translanguaging obstacles do the students encounter? 
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• Are Translanguaging and code-switching practiced both at once during 

the class? 

1.4 Significance of the study 

The most recent data and statistics conducted, until by November 2019, by 

United Nations High Commissioner of Refugees UNHCR, Turkey hosts 

3,691,333 Syrians. The Syrians living in Turkey spread all over Turkish cities. 

Many other Arab nationalities live in Turkey as well. The problems that Arab 

students encountered while learning to read and write in Turkish still keep 

priority to overcome since no real solutions exist to address these problems in 

literature (Şengül, 2015).  

It is known for all second language teachers whose L1 is Arabic or who teach 

Arabian students that Arabic language is different in terms of letters, 

calligraphy and grammar from Latin-originated languages. Moreover, there are 

some Turkish words with Arabic origin and similar pronunciations; sometimes 

these friends might be an advantage for their learning process, but mostly they 

are false friends and lead the Arabic learners of Turkish to encounter 

misspelling and mispronunciation. 

Most of the Arabs are learning Turkish for studying and working purposes. 

They are learning Turkish through two approaches: first, formally in schools as 

pupils or university students; second, informally during their work in diverse 

professions and environments. Both types of Turkish language learners depend 

on Arabic as their L1 to build their linguistic competency in Turkish. 

Throughout their learning, they depend to a reasonable degree on the technique 

of Translanguaging. By translanguaging, Arabs who are learning Turkish make 

utmost benefit of Turkish-Arabic related vocabularies. it is important to mention 

that so many Turkish vocabulary are imported from Formal Arabic, while so 

many of informal/slang Arabic vocabulary are imported from Turkish due to 

intercultural and historical relation between Turks and Arabs. Thus, Arab 

learners of Turkish prefer translanguaging to produce formal, informal and 

slang language outputs that serve them best in understating meaning, social 

contexts and culture references.  
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Moreover, the process by which students unconsciously understand language, 

try to generate their ideas, produce their words in a mixed outcome language is 

referred to as Translanguaging. This kind of technique or practice has a limited 

number of studies regarding Arab students acquiring Turkish as a second 

language, apart from the fact that many people confuse the term 

Translanguaging with code-switching, so this study is an attempt to clarify the 

main differences between both of the techniques.  

1.4.1 Operational definitions 

Translanguaging: the psychological process by which students receive the 

input of second language, understand language codes in in their mother tongue, 

and then produce them in the target language. 

Code-switching: The conversation practice by which speakers shuttle between 

two or more languages for specific purposes. 

TÖMER: is the Turkish language placement test that foreign learners of 

Turkish language submit in order to have a certain level of Proficiency, and the 

test is prepared according to "Common European Framework of Reference for 

Languages." The abbreviation TÖMER stands for Türkçe Öğretim Merkezi in 

the expression "Türkçe Öğretimi Uygulama ve Araştırma Merkezi" 

Turkish as a second language: the research is chiefly concerned about 

studying cases of Turkish as the second language after Arabic, being the 

participants' mother tongue; however, in some cases Turkish might be the third 

language after Arabic-Kurdish bilingualism. 
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2.  LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

This part includes history and mechanism of translanguaging, monolingual 

Teachers' orientation to bilingual students, providing space for translanguagers, 

the internal/external distinction of translanguaging, the main differences 

between translanguaging and code-switching, and bilingual brains dealing with 

two languages. 

2.2 History and Mechanism of Translanguaging  

In 1994, Cen Williams was the first to introduce the term Translanguaging in 

order to refer to the educational practice applied at classes in which students 

were asked to make replacement between English and Welsh for the purpose of 

strengthening and reinforcing both receptive and productive skills of these two 

languages (Canagarajah, 2011). 

All studies refer that ‘Translanguaging’ was organically coined in Welsh. 

Translanguaging, ‘trawsieithu’ in Welsh, was first used after translated into 

'Translinguifying', after that as a result of a discussion between Cen Willimas 

and Colin Baker, the term ‘Translanguaging’ had been adopted by linguists. 

‘Translanguaging’ is presented and concluded as a pedagogical practice and 

process that is used intentionally to change both the inputs and outputs. 

The notion of translanguaging was developed against the background of the 

historical separation of Welsh and English (Canagarajah, 2011). From the 

1990s, the popularity of translanguaging in education started growing 

internationally, mainly spurred on by a growing view of bilingualism being an 

advantage, rather than a disadvantage. Initially, the focus was set on bilinguals, 

and particularly on the function of translanguaging to assist learners in 

accessing different linguistic features of two languages in order to mediate 

complex cognitive processes. More recently, the focus has shifted to 
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multilingual contexts, and the simultaneous use of more than two languages for 

both or either content and language teaching and learning (Makalela 2016, 

P.201). 

Lopez, Turkan and Guzman-Orth (2017) discuss that translanguaging goes past 

conventional ideas of bilingualism. It forms a strong assertive suggestion for the 

second language learning and teaching. The translanguaging's strong assertive is 

based on heteroglossic conceptualization of bilingualism; the term 

‘translanguaging’ refers to a student’s ability to adaptably make most benefits 

of using interchangeably between languages accessible and available to use.   

According to Makalela, the rapid and vast widespread of globalization that has 

been including and impacting individuals, who live inside country or ones who 

live in different countries. It has enabled them access data and information 

which has resulted that now we have more multi-diverse contexts 

sociolinguistic. Therefore, languages cannot be chained into allocated time or 

specific space; in fact, they overlap and affect each other.  

Makalela continues explaining in the same regard that many researches and 

articles conducted by Garcia (2009), Makoni and Pennycook (2007) show that 

past ideas and attitudes toward steady diglossia and additive bilingualism are 

not yet supported or popular worldwide. That is because there is a tendency of 

separatization for languages. Moreover, that is typically the place where the 

idea of translanguaging can be suitably put in for basic to compound 

multilingual experiences that the speakers can operate many languages and use 

their inputs and outputs. 

According to Makalela (2019), we understand that traditionally there is a stable 

perspective when dealing with a language that it undoubtedly has limitations 

and borders. Those borders and limitations force speakers of a specific language 

to be separate from other languages. In the 21st century there is a consistent 

resistance to conventional systems and ideas and working to change them; 

therefore, translanguaging, although is still under many debates about its nature 

if to be considered a theory, practice or pedagogy, or to a large extent has an 

advantage weighing other different models.  
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According to Garcia and Wei, translanguaging alludes to the use of a language 

as a more energetic repertoire. Actually, it is not chained, limited, framed nor 

characterized in a social and political manner. Because translanguaging greatly 

shift the focus on real operating of a language, it essentially goes past the 

named languages such as Chinese, English, or French (Wei, 2017; Otheguy, 

García, & Reid, 2018). However, and alternatively, it grants benefits to 

language speakers as a semiotic framework of having a system of signs and 

different models that together make up the speaker’s create their own 

communicative repertoire. Furthermore, that repertoire is not necessarily and 

continuously framed under inflexible birders of a given language which its 

system, syntax, semantics is formed by that language speakers, lexicons, and 

schools. As an essential sociolinguistic hypothesis, translanguaging has had the 

foremost application in language instruction, particularly within the instruction 

of language-minoritized understudies and in bilingual instruction, and 

progressively in remote language courses or programs. It is contended that the 

hypothetical operators of translanguaging may have the capacity and potential 

to convert the way a language expert see, utilize, and instruct dialect, education, 

and other subjects.  

Additionally, Wei states that translanguaging has been connected and put into 

practice to pedagogy, on daily and regular social connections, different types of 

communication, linguistic field, visual art, music, and transgender issues. There 

is significant perplexity as to whether Translanguaging may well be an all-

encompassing term for differing multilingual and multimodal applications, and 

if it may be adopted shifting away many terms such as code switching, code-

mixing, code-meshing, and crossing. It too appears to be competition some 

other popular terms such as polylanguaging, polylingual languaging, 

multilanguaging, heteroglossia, cross breed dialect hones, translingual hone, 

adaptable bilingualism, and metrolingualism, for academic discourse space. 

To Wei, these days translanguaging has been presenting a challenge to us, 

linguists. The translanguaging encounter our traditional ideas and thoughts 

about separation of languages. It makes us reconsider the divisions between first 

language (L1) and second language (L2) versus (or Lx) or in the same manner 

the native language/speaker versus nonnative language/speaker; it provides 
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more connections between existing language learning studies that is focusing on 

bilingualism and multilingualism. It is valuable for us to remember that the 

reason behind making efforts to learning a language or more is to achieve some 

levels of bilingualism or multilingualism instead of removing the language we 

already know from our knowledge and substitute it with the one we are learning. 

However, genuine bilingual and multilingual language operators and their way 

of using and utilizing languages in real-life social circumstances are seldom 

utilized as a performance in L2 and extra language instructing and learning. 

However, it is often an idealized, monolingual, so-called L1 native speaker 

that's utilized as the standard and the target of learning. There is a genuine 

absent link between our information about both, first bilingual and multilingual 

language users and the methods they practice, and second and L2 and additional 

language teaching and learning. 

Translanguaging is considered now to know the activity when one language is 

operated and applied within the language a speaker or learner is aiming to 

know. That will support increasing a speaker/learner’s ability to understand and 

operate in both languages.     

Being among the effective scholars who excelled in bilingualism, Baker (2011) 

noticed how the ‘translanguaging’ practice assisted students generate 

understandings and knowledge in both languages. "To read and discuss a topic 

in one language, and then to write about it in another language, means that the 

subject matter has to be processed and digested" Baker explained (Baker, 2011, 

p.289). He also highlighted four educational advantages of translanguaging: it 

improves a deeper and fuller understanding of the subject matter, helps the 

development of the weaker language, simplifies home-school links and 

cooperation, and last helps the blending of fluent speakers with beginners.  

Garcia thinks of ‘translanguaging’ as a strategy that helps bilinguals make 

meaning, gain understanding and knowledge, shape their experiences in addition 

to making sense of their bilingual worlds through the daily use of two or more 

languages. According to Garcia, translanguaging is a powerful mechanism to 

build understandings, to include others, and to facilitate communications 

through language learning groups (Garcia, 2009). She also manifested that 

"Translanguaging as a sociolinguistic and psycholinguistic theory has much to 
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offer to our understandings of the languaging of bilinguals because it privileges 

bilingual performances and not just monolingual ones." In Beaujour's 1989 

point of view, what is mingled or produced according to bilinguals is not only 

linguistic systems but also cultural, social, interactional, historical, and personal 

scripts which shape networks and new realities that are expressed in their 

brains.  

According to Garcia (2009), from linguistic or non-linguistic points of view, the 

limitation or negative evaluation of translanguaging practice of bilinguals 

results in an unreliable assessment of their language skills. It is unfair to assign 

bilingual students to work out math problems or find out the main idea of a text 

using only the legitimized school language; we are rather asking them to use 

aspects of only one of the languages they know. It would be more justice to let 

them employ all of the languages involved in their repertoire in order to 

demonstrate their full knowledge and prove their abilities. Expecting them to 

perform perfectly and fluently as monolinguals is an imbalanced evaluation 

because when they think they draw only from less than half of their entire 

repertoire; unlike monolinguals who utilize their full repertoire in thinking. 

Negative correspondences and education drawbacks have proved that bilinguals 

and multilinguals could pass by psychological troubles and pedagogical 

distresses when they feel incapable to achieve their language assignments. 

Translanguaging has proved to offer several benefits on educational as well as 

social levels. It does not have only practical but also political implications to 

elevate the usage as well as the condition of a person’s mother tongue against 

the background of extra languages through any educational system. 

Translanguaging practice is able to accelerate the second and third languages 

learning. When it comes to preserving minoritized endangered languages in 

some countries where bilingualism and multilingualism are not supported yet by 

governments, translanguaging can be the remedy and source for natural 

language acquisition; through the work of Garcia (2009) and Baker (2003), this 

method of learning language was advanced and spread. Bilinguals' 

performances and use of various linguistic features or different modes of 

languages are described as viewed as mastering independent languages so that 

communicative potentials are maximized, this is what Garcia (2009) had come 
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up with in a further research. When students do the translanguaging process, 

they might use a word in their mother language instead of the word they do not 

know in the target language to complete their sentences. This was known as 

‘gap-filling’ Genesee, Nicoladis, & Paradis (1995). Bilingual teachers in the last 

decades used to recommend learning several languages one after another in 

order to prevent language mixing worrying that would cause students' focus 

solely on one language. 

2.3 Monolingual Teachers' Orientation to Bilingual Students 

From neurolinguistics point of view, one of the most fundamental notions of 

translanguaging is that "bilinguals are not two monolinguals in one person" 

(Grosjean, 1992). In other words, their performances in one language or another 

should not be matched to that of monolinguals, considering that they are 

expected to leverage less than half of their whole repertoire, so this make 

bilinguals take an unequal position. Canagarajah maintains, "Competence does 

not consist of separate competences for each language, but a multicompetence 

that functions symbiotically for the different languages in one's repertoire," 

(Canagarajah, 2011, p.3). 

While growing older, bilingual students will find themselves increasingly 

dealing with monolinguals, specifically during their future jobs. Since 

translanguaging strengthens the practices of the fluid language of bilingual 

students into efficient learning and inspires them to acknowledge its uses, 

features, and aims, schools should obviously start to develop critical 

metalinguistic awareness of bilingual students besides the students’ ability to 

inhibit some features of the language on the right times (Garcia, 2009). 

Teachers, in turn, have got to help their students evaluate their ability of using 

their whole repertoire of language features. Thus, teachers should not be relying 

on evaluating the performances of bilingual students by only using one 

characteristic of their language traits as being valid performances and that 

includes not comparing any of these performances to monolingual students in 

that language. 

According to Canagarajah (2011), the teacher of translanguagers has to be the 

kind of co-learner in order to minimize the distance among them. Moreover, it is 
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important for teachers to learn from them rather than to impose their own views 

because translanguaging students bring from their communities a great amount 

of knowledge that is valuable for themselves and others. 

When asked about how teachers would manage translanguaging if they do not 

know the minority language of bilinguals, Garcia asserted that any leading 

teacher is able to achieve the safe atmosphere of languaging during the class 

even if they are monolinguals. Teachers can provide texts in the target language, 

for instance, and group students according to their home language in order to 

discuss general meaning or find out keywords, do exercises in their mother 

tongue language, and then reflect upon them in the target language. A co-learner 

teacher will provide students with all required materials to help them make 

deeper meaning even if they do not know the background languages of their 

students. Moreover, allowing students to collaborate through group thinking in 

accordance with their home language would build up their abilities to transcend 

the barriers of using the legitimized language and think openly and freely about 

the subject matter. 

Garcia (2009) asserts that schools must have the positive effect in directing 

students. Schools have to utilize the language practices of bilinguals to 

understand deeply, as well as to teach them to recognize when to use what 

features of languages and for what purposes. The alteration between two or 

three languages could result sometimes in mixing among linguistic codes; 

however, the time meta-linguistic awareness is established, bilinguals will 

automatically realize when to suppress unnecessary language features involved 

in the repertoire.  

According to Canagarajah (2011), translanguaging is occurring naturally within 

language classes that proscribe mixing multiple languages and could be 

described as a normal phenomenon that takes place behind the back of language 

teachers, irrespectively whether they know the minority languages of their 

students or not. That is to say, even monolingual teachers can orient their 

students using the minimal pedagogical sources and materials in order to 

leverage the minority languages of bilinguals. In this way, language teachers are 

responsible to develop students' competences and performances within the class 

by forgetting to ignore their marginalized languages. Rather, their background 
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languages support them with abundant interlingual as well as intercultural 

awareness towards learning a second and maybe third language. This sharing of 

background language will make the bilinguals and multilinguals confident about 

their identity and will provide them with empowering strategies for more 

creative language learning. 

In his article about addressing the rhetorical writings of a translanguaging Saudi 

Arabian student, Canagarajah (2011) posits the idea of code-meshing where she 

begins writing literature in Arabic and continues in English. Throughout her 

writings, she utilizes multisensory emotional expressions and visual effective 

writings such as writing "I dooon't want to" reflecting on her feelings in order to 

capture the attention of her readers. She uses many poetical expressions as they 

are in Arabic, and then, as a kind of clarification, she paraphrases them in 

English but refuses to translate them literally in order not to spoil the meaning 

of the poem assuring that it will be injustice to translate such meaningful poetry 

in only a couple of lines. 

Canagarajah (2011) focuses much on the role of teacher in motivating and 

demotivating translanguagers. He affirms that teachers have to apply excessive 

drilling on contexts including tasks about both languages of the bilinguals in 

order to increase their repertoire. Translanguagers come from varying 

backgrounds, and this is advantageous for teachers to learn from them as well as 

guide them into more constructive languaging practices. As Canagarajah 

concludes, since bilinguals bring with them a diversity of cultural and 

epistemological knowledge, teachers have better accompany them in their 

learning journal rather than impose their correcting attitudes negatively.   

2.4 Main Differences between translanguaging and code-switching: 

Translanguaging should also be distinguished from code switching, even to 

those scholars who consider it as a linguistic skill; code switching is based on 

the monoglossic view that bilinguals have two disconnected linguistic systems. 

However, translanguaging posits the linguistic behavior of bilinguals as being 

always heteroglossic, functional, reacting not to two monolingualisms in one 

but to one unified linguistic system (Garcia, 2009). In order to differentiate 

between translanguaging and code-switching, Garcia draws the attentions on the 
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idea that code-switching is an external view of the actions of bilinguals while 

translanguaging is the internal view of the bilinguals themselves though it could 

appear the same practiced strategy for the surrounding interlocutors. The actions 

can be identical from an external social viewpoint, from a point of view which 

does not doubt why there are hierarchies of named languages or the connection 

between language and influence of authority. 

Many researchers have cited that translanguaging is unlike code-switching in 

several aspects. They consider code-switching as the operation of shuttling 

between two languages, while translanguaging is all about the speakers’ 

structure that innovates the complete language repertoire. In particular, 

translanguaging is a complicated procedure of digressive practice where 

bilinguals know what they are saying while making words in both languages, 

and thus translanguaging is considered as present controllable knowledge. 

However, what can be noticed are different situations when bilingual speakers 

alternate between two or more languages, which rely on the aim and 

environment of the communications. The main characteristic of the code-

switching operation is that it is leveraged according to the target of 

conversation. Generally, code-switching is thought as linguistically categorical 

capacity, only used when needed and in certain circumstances. There is a 

distinction in researching these areas of bilingual development as code-

switching looking for language interference and transfer; whereas, 

translanguaging analyzes how bi/multilingual speakers are participants in their 

linguistic practice. 

The most significant thing that includes code-switching is its methodical 

planning order used in the classroom. Garcia (2009) meditates that code-

switching should be in charge of, which means controlled precisely in the 

classroom, as it improves cognitive proficiencies of understanding any content 

material by involving the concept of isolating languages. Translanguaging 

expresses even more, since it focuses on learning both languages simultaneously 

without isolating. Briefly, the main differences between code-switching and 

translanguaging can be summarized as in the following table: 
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Table 2.1: Main Differences between code-switching and translanguaging  

 Code-switching Translanguaging 

Concept Alternation between 2 or more 

languages that are considered 

separate 

A meaning-making process 

/An academic technique 

Language Is a system governed by 

grammatical rules 

Is a multilingual, 

multimodal resource 

Ability Linguistically incompetent Linguistically competent 

Focus On separation of languages On learning both languages 

at the same time 

 

In an extreme comparison between translanguaging and code-switching, 

according to Garcia, no matter how the bilingual is proficient in using both 

languages, code-switching masterfully is never equalized to translanguaging 

since individuals are switching between two separate linguistic systems, but 

translanguagers are working hard to understand the codes of both languages. In 

code-switching, the two separate language systems are not drawn by linguists; 

rather, they are assigned by political and cultural boundaries. Linguists do not 

interfere when languages are named; they can only elaborate on phonemes, 

morphemes, nouns, verbs, syntactic structures, and the like. In other words, 

linguists can only elaborate on named national languages, but they cannot name 

any new language that was not named beforehand.  

Translanguaging adopts the view of person from the inside of the speaker; it 

focuses only on the existing definitions of linguistic and grammatical structures. 

The named languages take the view from outside the speaker; it offers a 

classification based on external definitions arising from political, sociocultural 

or national frameworks. 
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2.5 The Internal/External Distinction of Translanguaging 

In describing the language practices of bilinguals, the internal/external 

distinction made in translanguaging theory is so essential. From an external 

point of view, which supports socially constructed linguistic divisions, when 

bilinguals choose and activate characteristics that do not account for named 

language groups, it indicates that they are using two independent codes to 

contact or they are code switching. Nonetheless, from an internal perspective, 

the dynamic and elastic use of language by bilinguals is considered to go 

beyond the socially constructed limits of named languages and is thus called 

translanguaging (Garcia, 2009). Code switching was suggested as a method that 

could be encompassed by translanguaging, while the two ideas are found to be 

mental at odds in later works as code switching preserves intact named language 

categories. 

Translanguaging theory overlooks named language categories and takes up an 

internal point of view to characterize the languaging of learners who are 

considered to be bilinguals or multilinguals. Translanguaging resists ideologies 

that regard specific languages as outstanding to others and the language 

practices of monolinguals as outstanding to those considered to speak with 

linguistic resources. Translanguaging philosophy acknowledges that all people - 

including those who perceive society as monolinguals and those regarded as 

bilingual or multilingual - have one linguistic repertoire, acquired by effective 

social experiences, and from whom they choose and adapt features to make 

sense in context. At the same time, translanguaging theory emphasizes that the 

bilingual's linguistic repertoire contains elements from what culture would see 

as more than one named language (Garcia, 2009). 

As shown by the use of terms such as monolinguals and bilinguals in 

translanguaging academic work, this concept continues to recognize the 

external, social interest of terms that reify languages. In this way, translanguage 

theory embodies the principle that, while named languages and conventional 

language ideologies are socially constructed, they still have material effects. 

Modern conceptualizations about language around purity of speech and oral 

hygiene have become entangled with philosophies linked to race, class, and 
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sexual supremacy to support imperialist initiatives carried out throughout time 

and the world (Canagarajah, 2011). 

Nowadays, in addition to their class status and other social indicators, the 

influence of popular language ideologies is associated with and strengthens the 

ethnic state of speakers. Translanguaging philosophy deals with this pressure, 

with the ultimate goal of disconnecting socially constructed linguistic divisions 

and understanding the real contextual consequences of these classes as well.  

Nowadays, children who grow up as simultaneous bilinguals will discern very 

early that communication features can be used to interact in different contexts 

throughout their language repertoire. From an outside social point of view, the 

learner may speak X or Y language, but from the student's point of view, what 

he or she has in mind is one language repertoire. The translanguaging theory 

suggests that bilinguals have a range of language characteristics which they tend 

to use in compliance with social norms. When national schools impose teaching 

only the state language, which is used by the elite of that society, this means 

that only the elite children will have the advantage of dealing with the language 

features assessed by final tests and national examinations (Garcia, 2009).  

On the other hand, bilingual students' repertoire is richer and full of mingled 

language features, but they are penalized for not being elite children, and they 

are minoritized for belonging to racial or ethnic groups. These cases are among 

the circumstances, which result in undesirable consequences because 

assessments on the named languages level will work then against the bilinguals' 

repertoire. 

2.6 Providing Space for Translanguagers: 

In one of Yuvayapan's (2019) studies, there are many studies which show that in 

school settings translanguaging appear to a great extent. In fact, it happens as a 

natural phenomenon. Most of these studies have concluded that translanguaging 

is not provided nor facilitated by teachers with the use of pedagogical 

techniques or strategies. All translanguaging occurring in classes is made 

unrequested. It is a matter of fact that in several of those conducted studies it is 
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noted that translanguaging cases happen secretively that the teacher cannot see 

in the classes that prohibit language blending.  

To Yuvayapan (2019), translanguaging as system application and usage of L1 in 

learning a foreign language is now widespread adopted and used to develop 

foreign language teaching techniques and strategies.  In her research on 

translanguaging, she provides an evidence that the adoption of translanguaging 

in teaching will increase learners’ competence in L2. In the research, she aimed 

to explore EFL teachers’ perceptions while they are teaching in classes. As a 

result of her study, Yuvayapan concluded that apparently when the EFL 

teachers were teaching, their practices had not met their expectations in a few 

specific situations.  

The researchers found that most of the participants had felt and thought, while 

studying English language, the use of Turkish language played a significant role 

to support students who have low proficient; therefore, the use of Turkish in the 

class was encouraged.  

However, avoiding Turkish had been sensed to raise and assist classmates 

during lesson activities. That was done to make clarification and support sorting 

out problems that are not linked to the content despite the fact half of the 

students assured that such instances occurred, yet they were important. 

Within more dynamic circumstances and class sets, students are given a secure 

and safe atmosphere to use their multilingual by their teachers. The latter aim is 

to support learners utilize their multilingual; teachers as well support the 

students and the whole process and outcome is used in learning asset.  

It should always be considered that the one who will provide the space for 

translanguaging students is only the teacher, where s/he is to show them that he 

is following, engaging and encouraging them in order to remove all language 

barriers. Canagarajah (2011) asserts that it is important for teachers to provide 

safe spaces in classrooms and schools for students to practice translanguaging, 

in order to activate their multilingual repertoire. Teachers have to show their 

student that they are involved in facilitating the input and output process of their 

learners. 
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Moreover, during lessons, it is a typical performance for learners to look for 

space and time to fully comprehend and consequently find equivalents of the 

codes of input language and compare them with the codes of their mother 

tongue language. The teacher plays a fundamental role in providing this space 

for students' translanguaging, such as slowing down while reading or speaking 

in the target language. Teachers might not notice the operation whereby 

students are finding equivalent; this might "occur surreptitiously behind the 

backs of the teachers in classes that proscribe language mixing," even 

(Canagarajah, 2011, p. 401). Thus, the students' mission is to invest these 

opportunities and use provided spaces properly and attentively.  

Teachers should understand that, according to Canagarajah, “What may appear 

as grammatical deviations or idiomatic novelties are explained as a positive case 

of transfer from the other languages in one's repertoire rather than a negative 

case of interference. It is also important to mention that Canagarajah clarified 

that most of the studies on multilingual classroom communication have not 

considered dis-cursive and rhetorical issues. They have largely interpreted the 

types of language mixing and social negotiations to demonstrate communication 

functionality and metalinguistic competence.  

This study sheds the light on the right and the benefits of students of L2 to not 

only use translanguaging but also to have room and supporting environment by 

teachers to develop their own learning strategies that are based on their ability 

as multilinguals which still an aim of many language learners. Many language 

students around the world aim to be bilinguals or multilinguals  

The study also has been conducted to show that the four skills, receptive: 

listening and reading, productive: writing and speaking, can be used by 

bilinguals and multilinguals students on the basis of translanguaging.  The 

listening skill is utilized among students themselves, by decoding language data 

heard into their L1 to make deeper understanding. The reading skill is facilitated 

by students through internal translating by their lexical for better 

comprehension. Furthermore, the writing skill is developed by students through 

bringing phrases, clauses, sentences, proverbs, sayings, and stories from their 

L1 and find their matches in L2, which support those translanguagers to provide 

richer writings, more accessible meanings.  
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Multi-nationality, multilingual classrooms, are blesses where a higher 

opportunity of culture diversity will be shown but also civil dialogues might be 

practiced, and that is all because of the translanguaging. Canagarajah supports 

this idea by illustrating that there are good reasons why we should develop 

teaching practices from the strategies learners themselves use. Multilingual 

students bring from their homes and communities funds of knowledge that are 

valuable for themselves and others.  

2.7 Bilingual Brains Dealing With Two Languages 

There are variations related to the process of learning a new language or more in 

the brain. Some of these changes include cognitive abilities, which are located 

in the external of the linguistic system such as the ability to ignore unconnected 

information when adjusting tasks. Other changes between monolinguals and 

bilinguals include the interaction of two linguistic systems: activating them at 

the same time on one hand and using each language in different context on the 

other hand. Otherwise, the consequence will involve learning two languages 

along with their grammars, vocabularies...etc. instead of learning only one. 

Eventually these variations arise from the bilinguals' intensive cognitive 

training during their lifetimes according to speediness and flexibility they can 

switch from one language to another. 

What is more important is how many languages the brain is dealing with, in 

case there were two languages which one developed first and which one later. 

The existence of these languages at the same time is also advantageous in the 

sense that the proficiency achieved in each language and how regularly the 

brain uses them, or switches from one language to another, will allow the person 

to measure and distinguish if one language dominates the other or not (Garcia, 

2009). 

A pioneer researcher on bilingualism François Grosjean, in his 1989 article 

warned that the bilingual is not two monolinguals in one person. He asserted 

this by projecting some discoveries on bilingualism neurobiology which 

revealed that the bilingual person has a unitary linguistic repertoire. A person 

who knows more than one language and has the ability of using them efficiently 

for communication is regarded as a bilingual without even reaching native-like 
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command in both languages. Therefore, we can embrace Grosjean saying that 

bilingualism is the regular use of two languages in their everyday lives 

(Grosjean, 1992). 

People who can speak more than one language must have the knowledge of both 

phonological and morphosyntactic systems of these languages, and thus, they 

should know that a certain meaning has (at least) two different words linked to 

it such as an Arab speaker who knows Turkish as well must know that the word 

(kapı) in Turkish (i.e. door) matches with the meaning of the word (باب) in 

Arabic. 

In order for bilinguals to control when to use one language or another easily, 

they are obligated to employ a way of neurocognitive control method. This is 

what we call a symmetrical switching cost, a name of counterintuitive effect, 

which takes place while switching from one language to another (Grosjean & 

Li, 2013).  That is to say, it is "harder" changing from the language you know 

less to the language you know more than changing from the language you know 

more to the language you know less. Thus, the native language is activated 

when the bilingual has to use the weak language; this is how researchers explain 

it. If low proficient bilinguals want to speak in the dominant native language, 

they will need to undo the inhibition applied to their native language words. On 

the contrary, switching from the strong native language to the weaker non-

native language does not demand undoing this strong inhibition; whereas, the 

weaker language words do not need to be strongly inhibited. The same group of 

researchers have revealed, too, that early and highly proficient bilinguals use 

different methods for language control (Grosjean & Li 2013).   

According to Garcia (2009), it is not reasonable to evaluate bilingual students 

according to monolingual approaches relying on the standardized named 

language version. In this way, translanguaging provides a pedagogically 

different alternative, which focuses on the idiolect and uses the full repertoire of 

individual learners, and it proposes the opportunity for extending and liberating 

the linguistic and semiotic tools of language learners. That is to say, new 

techniques were introduced in order to leverage the competences of bilingual 

students and strengthen their weaker languages. These techniques are drawn on 

two languages level, including all kinds of practices and supporting tests.  
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In his article, Wei (2017) states that multilinguals and bilinguals do not think 

"unilingually" even when they are in a monolingual mode because their 

repertoire is still preoccupied by aspects of other named languages, and the 

representations of human language in the brains proves that it is impossible for 

the human brain to be divided to many different languages. That is to say, 

bilingual's translanguaging practices involve using the full linguistic repertoire, 

which is the "idiolect", irrespectively to political, cultural and social language 

names and labels. Translanguagers think beyond the boundaries of named 

languages although they are aware of the political existence of these idealized 

boundaries. The multilingual individuals have an ability to utilize the structural 

features of the languages they know. 

Li (2017) asserts on the idea that educating bilinguals with full-diversified 

pedagogical practices is the ideal way to provide them a space for 

translanguaging. Moreover, since the human knowledge of languages cannot be 

separated from the knowledge of human relations along with social, emotional 

interactions, the translanguaging practices transcend boundaries and endeavor to 

achieve effective communications among bilinguals and multilinguals. He 

concludes that translanguaging adopts an epistemological theory that sees 

language as "multilingual," "multisensory," "multisemiotic," as well as 

"multimodal" resource that humans utilize for communication purposes. Li 

argues that since translanguagers know that there is a close and strong 

relationship between the identity of a language and the nation-state, they, 

although altering between varieties of languages, should not forget to maintain 

their language and thus maintain their social entities.  

2.8 Bilingual Brains Dealing With Two Cultures 

Students recognize the value of language much better when they compare and 

contrast between their own culture and the learned one; at least they must be 

aware and familiar to the culture and the traditions of the country they live in. 

The expression ‘learning a culture’ includes ideas, beliefs, knowledge, and 

values, which present the way of life of the target community. 

Today, culture in a foreign language is certainly more than teaching literature. It 

has made inroads into applied linguistics and foreign language education 
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domains. Attitudes, social values, and cultural elements are integrated with the 

communicative process to improve the efficiency of foreign language conquest. 

Late studies have concentrated on the continuous connection between foreign 

language teaching and target culture teaching. If cultures are not taught along 

with languages, students will remain strangers and unfamiliar with the real 

aspects of the target language. As long as culture and language cannot be 

separated, then culture must be taught while teaching a target language for 

acquainting foreign students with the national and cultural elements of the 

native country. 

Ellis (1985) declared that students who are interested in the cultural and social 

life of the native country have the ability to learn a foreign language better than 

those who have little interest. Thus, teacher support should be given to such 

students, which will qualify them to gain the necessary cultural knowledge. 

Jiang (2000) implies the impossibility of teaching the target language without 

teaching the target culture. Students will be exposed to an empty frame of 

language if they are not taught the target country’s cultural aspects. Teaching 

culture in classrooms of foreign languages has a fundamental role in the course. 

It is a recognized fact that language teaching and culture are restricted and 

through international communications, students require cultural and social 

awareness. 

In foreign language teaching, cultural transmission most commonly takes place 

through course books. Televisions, newspapers, teachers, literature, the internet, 

movies and other additional resources also are main resources of cultural 

transmission. 

Previous studies agree that the course books used in foreign language teaching 

should include the target languages culture in the most appropriate technique in 

order to provide genuine texts related to the native culture . 

Within the range of this study, the cultures notion has been tested, particularly 

from the foreign language teaching perspective. Within this context, the 

significance of cultural transmission in foreign language teaching, cultural 

transmission through course books, and the proficiencies, which this procedure 

provides to students, have been given in detail. Recently, it was widely spread 

to teach a foreign language with its respective culture. In our Turkish language 
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classes, since teachers need to preserve our students’ interest in the lesson, 

“culture is one of the best means of motivation for students and provides 

authentic settings for students to better comprehend the nature of a given 

language" (Şengül, 2014 p. 325). 

The cultural transmission necessity in foreign language teaching is an 

unquestionable fact as long as students will not only better understand their own 

culture but also will learn to be fair towards foreign cultures by means of the 

cultural values that they earn during the language learning process. 

Until now, course books that equally concentrate on all language skills and 

contain daily life conditions meet the students’ needs, encourage them to study 

Turkish and provide a functional teaching environment. 

2.9 The production of L2 sounds affected by L1 articulators : 

Pronunciation is defined as overall movements of the speech organs during the 

production of the sounds in the language, spoken words, and the voicing of the 

sounds based on articulation movements (BSTS / Grammar Terminology 

Dictionary, 2003). 

When learning a foreign language, one of the most important goals is to learn, 

understand, and master the sounds of the target language. The scientific field 

that is about and linked to that topic is known as phonetics or phonology which 

analyze people using sounds in a language. Therefore, sounds are essential 

elements of any language, and also appropriate pronunciation is vital to achieve 

full understating and decrease degrees and chances of misunderstanding. Thus, 

phonetics is considered a priority in learning foreign languages. 

After conducting a case study about Arab-origin students who are studying 

Turkish, Tayşi (2018) indicates that while learning a language, mastering 

vocabulary and understanding structures are essential, having the ability to 

initiate and making verbal or written communication with language native 

speakers of the target language by using those learnt vocabulary and structures. 

To Tayşi, to speak a language means understating what and which vocabulary 

and structures and how to apply them in a specific social occasion; that is so-

called communicative proficiency. It is also possible, according to the 
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researcher, to indicate that being present in a foreign country highly contributes 

to raising the level by using the target language.  

In their investigation of read speech of Arabic students learning Turkish as a 

second language, Dermana, Bardakçı & Öztürk, (2017) maintained how Tuncel 

(2015) made a report showing that the main concern among foreigners in regard 

to learning Turkish language was speaking anxiety. That is considered often a 

very important disadvantage. Moreover, it is reported that leading reason behind 

this concern is the errors of pronunciation. Pronunciation is considered a serious 

issue in the instruction of Turkish as a foreign language (Dermana, Bardakçı & 

Öztürk, 2017). Because there are many vocabularies in Turkish that are formed 

by similar sounds, for instance, (kar, ker, kır, kir, kor, kör, kur, kür), L2 

learners' mispronunciation is causing misunderstanding of a word or expression 

by native speakers, as stated by some students. Furthermore, the leading 

problem in the instruction of Turkish as a foreign language is the instruction of 

the language with accurate pronunciation (Dermana, Bardakçı & Öztürk, 2017). 

Since it is essential to learn Turkish systematically as a foreign language, the 

matter of pronunciation of students who are native Arabic became important due 

to the immigration of about 3 million Syrians to Turkey after the civil war. This 

is in addition to the integration of about 400.000 students who need education 

into the Turkish education system within the scope of PICTES Project (PICTES, 

2018). It is worth mentioning that the struggle with pronunciation problem does 

not lie in the sounds themselves; rather, the articulators of native Arab students 

are not used to the pronunciation of Turkish vowel sounds. In this respect, 

Kadizade's (2015) study identified the Turkish sounds that Arabic learners 

encounter obstacles with and presented different recommendations on how to 

find a solution for these problems . 

 Many students informed that they encountered troubles in producing vowels 

and specific sound pronunciation in Turkish that do not have equivalents in 

Arabic. In one study (Şengül, 2014), it was concluded that the learners 

experienced problems in articulating and writing the (a, e, I, I, o, ö, u, ü, c, ç, ğ, 

I, ş, y) letters/sounds in Turkish. Generally, it was established that the students 

confused the back and front articulation of these sounds. Sülükçü (2018), 
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confirmed that students faced obstacles in pronouncing the following sounds in 

Turkish alphabet: (ç, e, g, ğ, h, I, j, k, l, o, ö, p, r, s, ş, t, ü, v, z).  

He also found that the educational level of students before learning Turkish was 

not much effective regarding the sounds’ pronunciation, and speaking other 

foreign languages besides Turkish decreased the number of sounds that students 

have to learn and the gender factor had no effect on pronunciation of the 

sounds. 
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3.  METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter sheds light on the methodology of the current research. It presents 

the research design, the participants as well as the procedures used in data 

collection and analysis. 

3.2 Research Design 

This current study aimed at exploring the process by which students do 

translanguage between Turkish and Arabic at an academic center of language 

teaching. The study was designed as a survey-based research in addition to a 

focus-group interview. Throughout the survey, the students were asked some 

questions related to the obstacles they suffer when trying to generate ideas, 

interact within the class, and perform activities in Turkish. The answers of the 

participants have given the opportunity to measure and allocate the findings by 

linking them with the preceding studies, attempting to figure out several 

implications about the occurring translanguaging among the learners during the 

language class. Moreover, making interviews with a certain number of students 

provided this research with all missing information that could not be explained 

by "yes, no" questions. Further explanations supported by the students on the 

translanguaging practice have narrowed any occurring gap between the research 

questions and the answers of the survey. After analyzing the survey, the 

interviews allowed the respondents to discuss and express their ideas verbally 

and make them feel more comfortable as well as raise the issues that had been 

considered by the interviewer. Throughout the interviews, the participants were 

probed in order to obtain the richest and the most in-depth information possible. 

As a result, throughout the study, mixed methods used in order to collect and 

analyze the gathered data. Diverse mixtures of both qualitative and quantitative 

tools are adopted for information collection and for analyzing (Dornyei, 2007, 

p.24). 
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3.3 Participants of the Study 

This study was conducted at İstanbul Aydın University, İstanbul, Turkey in the 

2018-2019 academic-year. Thirty-eight is the total number of all the individuals 

participated of the current research; they are studying Turkish Language 

Preparation (TOMER), which precedes the first-year study of bachelor’s degree. 

The participants were studying B1 level of Turkish Language, which is 

considered as the third level after A1 and A2 levels|. Purposive sampling 

strategy was used when choosing the participants of the study. In this sampling 

technique, participants are defined as “members of a particular group who are 

purposefully sought after.” (Palys, 2008, p. 697). These words have two 

indications. Firstly, the targeted group should be specified within the scheduled 

studies of TOMER centers. Secondly, within this group of people, the 

participants are selected on the purpose of their nationality, which is Arab 

origin having Arabic as their mother tongue. 

Table 3.1: Gender Distribution of the Participants. 

Gender N % 

Male 14 36.8 

Female 24 63.2 

Total 38 100 

As shown in Table 3.1, the total number of the participants was 38. Twenty-four 

of them were females and 14 of them were males. 

Table 3.2 presents the age distribution of the students who took part in the 

study. As for the participants age, almost half of the students at the time of 

completing the questionnaire was 20. While 7 (%18.4) of the participants were 

21, 5 of them (%13.1) were at the age of 22. There was a total of 8 students 

whose ages ranged from 23 (4 participants) to 24 (4 participants). Only one 

participant was 19. Ten of the participants' ages were above 23 years.  One of 

them was aged 25 while the other 26. The median age was 21 with a range of 

(19-26).  
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Table 3.2: Age Distribution of the Participants. 

Age Frequency % 

19 1 2.6 

20 15 39.4 

21 7 18.4 

22 5 13.1 

23 4 10.5 

24 4 10.5 

25 1 2.6 

26 1 2.6 

Total 38 100.0 

3.4 Data Collection Instrument  

The information and data of this research was gathered through survey 

instrument that had been developed by the researcher in addition to a focus 

group interview.  

3.4.1 The survey instrument 

The survey involves two sections. The first section includes three questions to 

collect demographic data about the participants of the study. These questions 

focus on the participants' age, gender, and their level of study at TOMER center. 

The aim of the second section of the survey is to discover the answers to the 

main queries of the research. In order for the researcher to help the students 

answer the questions interestingly, the questions are not so prolonged, and the 

response options are either "yes" or "no". The essence questions of the survey 

investigated the way by which students practice translanguaging, and how much 

they are aware about the use of this practice (see Appendix 1). 
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3.4.2 The focus group interview instrument 

In this research, the second data collection instrument was the focus group 

interview. Focus group or focus group interview is a qualitative technique for 

data collection. The focus group is defined as from six up to nine people, in 

number, meeting for a specific aim which is to discuss, provide opinions, and 

exchange thoughts about a certain subject. The people who combine the focus 

group should have specific characteristics that are defined in advance by a 

research; those characteristics are identified to be suitable to find answers, 

reasons, thoughts, ideas, causes, effects and solutions for a specific problem or 

case. The focus group interview technique should be facilitated by a trained 

moderator, the researcher whose role is to study, explore participants 

perspectives, support them raise their voices, and enable them to express their 

opinions, attitudes and feelings about a given topic. The focus group interview 

ensures the setup of homogenous group to respond to questions provided by the 

interviewer.  

In this study, the focus group interview technique is used because better and 

more natural setting and environment can be provided by conducting such a 

technique. This will provide more realistic impressions of real life settings. 

Thus, participants in the interview can influence and be influenced by other 

members of the group, which is very close to real life situations and contexts.  

There are three characteristics that feature a focus group interview as stated by 

Denscombe (2007, p.115). They are identified and explained as the following:  

• Prompt/Stimulus: The sessions are typically revolved about a prompt, 

a trigger, and several stimulations are introduced by the 

facilitator/moderator in order to direct the focus of the discussion. 

• Facilitator/Moderator is not a Neutral Person: there is notable little 

stress to be taken or bearded by the facilitator/moderator so they will 

be able to provide and plan more neutral role during conducting the 

activity of the discussion while stress is usually higher during the 

cases of alternative interview techniques. 

• Interaction and communicating among the Group: During focused 

group interviews the level of interaction between members is 
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definitely higher than other types of interviews. Because their 

opinions and ideas are exchanged and discussed, not only simply 

gathered and written down. Therefore, deeper thoughts are also 

presented to the public. 

Focus group interview aim is to collect requested data by the researcher and 

within research parameters. The data gathered should be high quality in a social 

context. The objective of conducting the focus group as well is to mainly 

support understanding a specific problem or case from the participants or 

interviewed different perceptive and point of views through listening and 

discussing their opinions and thoughts.  

Furthermore, the focus group interview provides data that is rich and detailed 

about people interviewed feelings, impressions, emotions and attitude toward a 

certain subject in their own expressions and words. Focus group interview 

technique comes to a great importance when a research aims to discover and 

explore people’s experiences as well as to understand a case or a subject; it also 

provides the research with evidences and information about reasons behind 

people’s opinions. This technique is, moreover, very suitable when a researcher 

intends to tackle with sensitive issues. Finally, the application of this technique 

will empower different components of community to raise their thoughts and 

words, especially if they are marginalized socially, so they can express their 

needs and tell their problems.  

This kind of interview is reasonable for scenarios once the investigator 

incorporates an adequate summary of the development or domain in question 

and is in a position to develop broad questions on the subject beforehand 

however s/he does not need to use ready-made response classes that might set 

boundaries on participants’ story deepness and span. (Dornyei, 2007, p. 136).  

During the focus group interviews, an interview checklist developed by the 

researcher was used (Appendix 2). The focus group was established on 

voluntary basis. The number of the learners who participated in the focus group 

interviews was 6 out of 38 participants. The interview was conducted on April 

15, in 2018-2019 academic year. The language of the interview was Arabic. The 

duration of the interview was about two hours. The learners already articulated 

their notions in the survey but through the focus group interview, they had the 
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opportunity to discuss and express their ideas verbally and offer more detailed 

information as well as descriptive attitudes towards the translanguaging 

practice. The interviews supported the researcher to reach very concise 

responses about the developed questions of the survey. 

In the focus group interview, six students volunteered:  Fares, Selma, Sham, 

Marwan, Bayan and Ali. They were willing to answer some of the questions that 

were already posed in the survey. The main aim of using this interview was to 

enable the interviewer to gain valuable information from the participants’ 

experiences, yield shared understandings and several perspectives that was not 

reached by yes/no questions. The focus group interview also allows the 

respondents a space to discuss and express their ideas verbally.  

First, the participants were provided a material through which the 

translanguaging practice was explained to them. The provided material was a 

kind of Arabic poetry translated into Turkish, which is to be clarified in details 

in the findings. 

3.5 Data Collection Operational Steps  

The primary action in information collecting procedure had been to get a letter 

of consent from the Social Sciences Institute of İstanbul Aydın University to be 

able to gather the data of the study from the participants. The data collection 

process began having received the approval letter from the Social Sciences 

Institute of İstanbul Aydın University. Before meeting the students at the 

university, the schedule for data collection was arranged with the TOMER 

Department Head. Meanwhile data collection procedure was ongoing; I was 

with the students at the university. First, the students were informed that their 

answers were going to be utilized in terms of only academic study objectives. 

The completion of the survey took about 10 minutes. Consequently, the data 

collection procedure was smooth and efficient, because both the researcher and 

the students are native Arabic speakers. The quantitative information 

accumulated from the study was subjected to the statistical calculation of 

Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) version 19. The results were 

shown on tables. The data were presented as a frequency and percentage. The 

qualitative data gathered from the survey were analyzed and transcribed within 
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the findings. In addition, the qualitative data collected through the focus group 

interview were transcribed and then analyzed through descriptive analysis as a 

method used inductively or deductively with either quantitative or qualitative 

data (Elo and Kyngas, 2008) 
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4.  FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 

4.1 Introduction 

This research aims at investigating the process by which students translanguage 

between Turkish and Arabic, the extent to which students are aware of their 

translanguaging process and the kind of translanguaging obstacles that the 

students suffer from. This chapter presents the findings in three sections: 

Findings on the code-mixing as a phenomenon of translanguaging (Section 

4.2.), Findings on the translanguaging facilitated but confused by similarity 

between both languages (Section 4.3.), and Findings on the Recontextualization 

translanguaging strategy: (Section 4.4.).  

4.2 Findings on code-mixing as a phenomenon of translanguaging:  

For people speaking two languages (bilinguals) and more (multilinguals), it is a 

popular practice to borrow a word or more from L1 and use it in the L2 while 

speaking or writing. When students speak Turkish in addition to Arabic 

language, for instance, they will mix some Arabic words in their Turkish 

conversation, especially when using cognates, which are easy to remember since 

they look and have the meaning of a word they already know. More examples of 

these words are introduced and elaborated upon in the second section of this 

chapter.  

Questions of the survey aim to identify the students' prevalent way that they 

follow in order to practice Turkish-Arabic translanguaging. Accordingly, the 

first question asks the students whether they have difficulty finding the required 

word in the target language. As we can notice, (68 %) of the students agree on 

finding difficulty when they look for the convenient vocabulary to construct 

their sentences. Students of the A1 and A2 levels of learning may encounter 

this. The second question asks the participants whether they encounter any 

problems related to the Turkish sentence structure or word order. In the same 
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way, approximately (69 %) of the participants answer with yes, which means 

the degree of difficulty is a bit high, and they often encounter the troubles in 

word order as well as in properly constructing a correct sentence.  

By asking them whether they understand the meaning of strange and new words 

from the context of the sentence or not, (68 %) of the students answers with yes, 

which means that most of the students have a positive inclination into doing 

their best in order to understand at least the general meaning if not the full 

meaning of the text. In the fourth question, and touching onto the 

translanguaging practice, students' attitudes were probed about finding 

alternative words for non-comprehended expressions and the answer percentage 

of students was (60%), which means a considerable number of students are 

looking for approximate meaning in the mother tongue if the word or expression 

is not understood in the target language. 

Table 4.1: The Participants' Attitudes towards Turkish Languaging 

 

Turkish Translanguaging Items 

YES 

f    % 

NO 

   f       % 

1. Do you have difficulty in finding the required 

vocabulary in the target language? 

26    68,0 12     32,0 

2. Do you have any problems related to the Turkish 

sentence structure or word order? 

27    69,0 11      31,0 

3. Can you understand the meaning of strange and 

new words from the context of the sentence? 

26     68,0 12      32,0 

4. Do you usually look for alternative or 

approximate meaning to any word if you could not 

understand it in the wording of the sentence? 

23     60,0 15      40,0 

Note: f= frequency, %= percentage 

Next questions of the survey aim to find out the obstacles that TOMER students 

experience while trying to understand and speak in Turkish. These questions 

were constructed in order to identify translanguaging obstacles that participants 

encounter during the class.  Moreover, to discover out the areas of difficulty 
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that students experience, they were provided with many supporting questions. 

For example, as in the fifth question of the survey, the participants were asked 

to report whether the use of the mother tongue in class made it easier to talk to 

their classmates, and whether they prefered to make activities and to tell jokes 

or funny stories in Turkish or in Arabic. When 68% of the participants answered 

with "yes" for their preference of using L1 in the usual activities and non-

official practice, it means that they tend not to dispense with using their mother 

tongue, as is illustrated in Item 5 of the survey. In the sixth Item, (44%) of the 

participants agreed that it was helpful to find equivalents of Arabic literature in 

Turkish language; whereas, (56%) of them said that it was not helpful and the 

reasons have been detected through the focus group interview with the 

participants.  

Table 4.2: The Participants' Tackling of Translated Literature 

 

Turkish Translanguaging Items 

YES 

f    % 

NO 

   f       % 

5. During the class do you prefer to tell a joke to 

your friends in the mother language? 

26     68,0  12      32,0 

6. Do you think it is helpful to find equivalents for 

parts of Arabic literature in Turkish? 

17     44,0 21     56,0 

7. Do you think translating parts of Turkish poetry 

or prose into Arabic would help in better 

understanding? 

18     47,0 20      53,0 

8. Does the similarity between Turkish and Arabic 

words in both meaning and pronunciation help 

you better recall vocabulary?  

31     83,3     7    16,7 

Note: f= frequency, %= percentage 

When they were asked the opposite question, they answered approximately with 

the same percentage (47%) that they did not think it was helpful to translate 

Turkish literature into Arabic. Almost half of the participants agreed on not 
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translating pieces of literature from any language; it seems they would like to 

preserve the literary works in the language where it originated.  

This is comparable to the perspective of Canagarajah's (2011) Arabian student 

when she insists on mentioning Arabic prose and wisdoms in her mother tongue 

language, justifying her insistence by saying that she would prefer the reader 

goes through the original text itself in order to have the taste of experience of 

reading or at least being acquainted with Arabic writing. 

The participants were asked in the eighth question whether the similarity of 

some Turkish vocabularies to Arabic ones helped them memorize and better 

understand or it was more confusing. Other questions probed their opinions and 

thinking asking whether learning Turkish by translanguaging met their needs for 

communication outside the classroom. The language of the questionnaire was 

Arabic since the targeted samples were Arab students, and their answers were 

translated into English. 

As illustrated in the table below, the first, third and fifth items yielded identical 

results; 68% of the students affirmed that they had difficulty in finding the right 

word to express themselves in Turkish, but they were eager to use the context to 

guess the unknown meaning of a given word. In fact, it is important mentioning 

here that in this study, first question is probing students for any difficulty 

suffered in the learning process; however, it is clear that almost the same 

percentage tries to take the risk and keep on using the target language (like 

jokes) in their learning process (Item 5). 

However, although the third question yielded the same answer percentage of the 

first question, it seems that many of the students (40%; Item 4) did not seem to 

be able to compensate for unknown words within a new context.   

In the second item, only 31 % of the participants reported that they did not have 

any trouble related to constructing sentences with correct structures, while 69 % 

reported that they had this difficulty. In Item 5, (68 %) of the students affirmed 

their ability to use L2 in joking with their friends within the class. In the sixth 

question, 21 participants (56%) asserted that they could not find equivalents for 

parts of Arabic literature in Turkish, while 17 of them (44%) assured that they 

could.  
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In the seventh item, more than half of the students (53%) did not agree on 

translating parts of Turkish poetry or prose into their mother tongue, which 

means they would like to conserve the meaning as it is in Turkish; we will 

elaborate more on this in the finding part.  

Table 4.3: The Participants' views of Translanguaging & Code-switching: 

 

Turkish Translanguaging Items 

YES 

f    % 

NO 

   f       % 

9. Do you experience any language problem when 

using Turkish vocabulary that has the same 

Arabic pronunciation with different meaning? 

35     94,6 

 

2       05,4 

 

10. Is shifting between Turkish and Arabic 

languages within the lesson beneficial for your 

learning process? 

17     44,0 21     56,0 

 

11. Do you find that the translanguaging technique 

develops your learning of Turkish language? 

20     54,0 

 

18      45,0 

Note: f= frequency, %= percentage 

As many students reported, during the conversation lesson, for instance, the 

speaker recalls a specific vocabulary in the dominant language but, at the same 

time, cannot use its equivalent in the second or third language s/he is speaking. 

Therefore, the language learner borrows a word from their first language and 

uses it in the language they are learning in order to avoid any gap within the 

spoken sentence. Here, when the learners import a word from their mother 

tongue and use it in the second language as in the case of "ilac, عالج, Aile  عائلة, 

resim رسم," and many other examples, they could be easily understood by their 

teachers and other people. However, when it comes to importing long 

expressions or generally intended connotations from Arabic language, the 

learner, here, transfers or probably introduces ideas and thoughts in the L1 style 

of language. This could make a huge difference on the speaking part, and in this 

case, understanding them by monolingual teachers or other people is a very 

little possibility, leading sometimes to great misunderstandings. On social level, 
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it is definitely common that social community will influence an individual, and 

this is the kind of effect or phenomenon that languages have on other languages. 

In Kim’s (2006) opinion, nowadays we are able to notice the borrowed elements 

from one language to another, and code-mixing is considered an undeniable 

reality of having bilinguals or multilinguals community. Bilingual or 

multilingual speakers as engaged persons by using two or more languages are 

involved with two or more cultures. According to Kim, what causes code 

mixing is when people mix two languages or more in a speech act or discourse 

without any obligation. 

A pretty example of mixing codes among translanguagers was mentioned by one 

of the participants referring to word "evrak" which has the same pronunciation 

in Arabic, but with different meaning. To put it differently, when students try to 

understand the target language through the eyes of their mother tongue, they 

will inevitably recall words that are of ancestral origins of the words they need 

to use. These words or expressions could be almost identical in terms of 

pronunciation and meaning (cognates) or could be identical in terms of only 

pronunciation but the meaning is different, and this can be referred to as (false 

cognates). In case of their use of false cognates interchangeably with Turkish 

words, the students would almost not be understood by their teachers or other 

people outside the class, and in such circumstances, they would be required to 

rephrase or pronounce differently in order to convey the intended meaning.     

One of the factors that thrust people to involve code mixing according to Kim 

(2006, p.43) is bilingualism. Since communication is the process of expressing 

and sharing ideas between two conversation participants, a speaker needs a 

speaking partner to communicate, and code-mixing may be shown when both 

operate and understand both languages.  

The second factor according to Kim (2006), it happens if a limitation is there on 

vocabulary level in one language. The shortage of appropriate words or even 

expressions in one language obligate people to change vocabulary/words or 

phrases from one to another language and it can be combined together within 

the whole sentence. 
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In this research, it has been clarified that the students try, in several ways, to 

avoid any word gap among sentences, and thus they try to compensate for words 

from both Arabic and Turkish interchangeably. On sentence level, they feel 

unrestricted to use either of the languages within class due to the awareness 

supported by their teacher that they can think aloud in Arabic and probably 

discuss and do exercises in Arabic, but after all they have to reflect upon them 

in Turkish. That is to say, the students' positive mixing of language was a 

technique applied for improving their language skills; they acquire more in 

depth understating of the materials educated and multilingual ideas in shorter 

time than to learn and develop each language on its own.  

4.3 Findings on the translanguaging facilitated but confused by similarity 

between both languages  

In the 8th Item, we have found that according to the majority of the participants 

(83.3%, Figure 3.1.), almost identical words of both languages help better 

recalling the words, and the rest (16.7%) stated that this similarity does not help 

them in this context. Since this question had better to be elaborated upon, we 

included an abundant explanation with examples in the focus group interview 

section. 

 

Figure 4.1:Turkish-Arabic Cognates Facilitate Translanguaging Practice 

However, as clarified in Figure 3.2, most of the students (94.6%) were suffering 

from language problems when they encountered two words with the same 
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pronunciation but different meanings. This contradiction corresponds into 

interesting consequences. 

 

Figure 4.2: Turkish-Arabic Cognates Confuse Translanguaging Practice 

Shifting between Turkish and Arabic languages within the lesson seemed 

beneficial for approximately less than half of the students (44%) in their 

learning process, as clarified in the 10th Item of the survey. On the other hand, 

the students who were aware of the translanguaging practice benefits (54%) 

answered with yes to the 11th Items, and the rest of the students (45%) answered 

with no, reporting that this practice is not developing their learning of Turkish 

language, the thing which is going to be elaborated on in the findings, too. 

Although a big number of Arabic loanwords can be noticed in literary language, 

Turkish counterparts are used commonly in daily Turkish. Below is a short list 

of borrowed words from Arabic into Turkish in addition to their English 

meaning in order to exemplify the way how much the vocabularies of both 

Turkish and Arabic are similar in both meaning and pronunciation. Many 

students have declared that this similarity facilitates learning more vocabularies, 

and they referred to them as "common words."  The Arabic words considered in 

this cluster are brought one-word to one-word matching in Turkish, thus, these 

words are common between L1 and L2 of the students. Here, we are going to 

distinguish a few of these similar words: 
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Table 4.4: Examples of Turkish-Arabic Cognates 

Turkish Arabic English 
Ahlak أخالق Morality 
Cami جامع Mosque 
Kabul قبول Acceptance 
İktisat اقتصاد Economics 
Mühendis مھندس  Engineer 
Resmi رسمي Official 
Sadaka صدقة Charity 
Aile عائلة Family 
Iade إعادة Return 
İlaç عالج Medicine 
İmtihan امتحان Exam 
İstiklal استقالل Independence 
Müfettiş مفتش Inspector 
Münakaşa مناقشة Argument 
Nefes نفس Breath 
Netice نتیجة Result 
Ressam رسام Painter 
Sabah صباح Morning 
Sabun صابون Soap 
Sebep سبب Reason 
Cevap جواب Answer 
Fakir فقیر Poor 
Kalem قلم Pencil 
Lakab لقب Nickname 
Vefat وفاة Death 

Yetim یتیم Orphan 

 

On the other hand, the impact coming about from similitudes and contrasts 

between the target dialect and any other dialect that has been already and 

possibly defectively obtained is the definition of languge exchange according to 

Canagarajah (2011).  The idea of transfer was demonstrated with the 

Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis (CAH) by the behavior specialists and 

analysts. It shows that mother tongue language impacts target learning language 

learning and it might be the mistake making reason source in productive or 
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receptive skills (Gass & Selinker, 1994). According to the answers of the 

students, it appears that while translanguaging, there exist transfer effects on the 

part of Arabic (L1) learners to Turkish (L2). If we consider, for example, the 

acquisition of Turkish word order (verb placement), in Arabic learners, we 

notice that adult Arabic learners may experience specific difficulties while 

obtaining the word order patterns (verb placement) in Turkish that causes 

transfer errors because of the two languages variations in the syntactic structure. 

The verb is usually at the end of the sentence in Turkish language. Thus, the 

basic word order is SOV (subject-object-verb). Nevertheless, according to 

Hoffman (1992), this word order is not obligatory. The controversy of a verb in 

Turkish in addition to other ‘free’ word order languages does not have to take a 

place in a ‘fixed’ word order. However, in both cases, this ordering does not fit 

with order of Arabic language sentences.  

According to the examples below, Turkish sentences may have different 

pragmatic and discourse dependent terms. 

Table 4.5: Turkish-Arabic structural differences (starting with object) 

Language Object Subject Verb 

Turkish elma-yı Kemal Ye-di 

Arabic أكل كمال التفاحة 

English the apple Kamal ate 

                                                                                                    

Table 4.6: Turkish-Arabic structural differences (starting with subject) 

Language Subject Object Verb 

Turkish Kemal elma-yı Ye-di 

Arabic أكل التفاحة كمال 

English Kamal the apple ate 
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In Arabic, the verb usually comes at the beginning of a sentence preceding the 

subject so the basic word order is VSO (verb-subject-object). Many students 

reported difficulty in processing sentences while trying to order the words of 

sentences grammatically in the proper way. This word-ordering problem, 

according to some learners, could be similar to the problem of writing direction 

in Arabic language. That is to say, Arabic writing starts from right to left, unlike 

English, Turkish, and other Latin languages, and this could be a further point of 

difficulty for Turkish learning on the part of Arab students. 

For this reason, vocabulary similarity is positive on one side, but negative on 

the other side. It is negative because the students find it easy to substitute 

similar words but when it comes to structures, if they change word order, for 

instance, the meaning could not fit and this would result in grammatical 

mistakes. Thus, the students have to use the translanguaging technique carefully 

and any language rules should not be generalized to other languages. 

4.4 Findings on Recontextualization as a translanguaging strategy: 

It was deduced throughout the conducting and analyzing data of this study that 

when we believe we should provide enough room for students to be able to 

utilize all of the available and accessible linguistic resources they will require. 

This is much more beneficial than providing literal instructions and tips, which 

when we use, we restore to make them too simple because we believe some 

complexity would be risky. All of that casts a severe negative influence on 

students’ real-life context learning opportunities and prevents them being 

released from bounds that real social occasions are a challenge they cannot 

overcome. Therefore, translanguaging, in this regard, helps us provide more 

chances to bring contexts that are more complex in term of the four language 

skills. It as well help students access more information and learn more 

effectively. It will also grant many students more confidence to apply gained 

knowledge and put their empowered skills into practice.   

Linell (1998) affirms the fundamental role of recontextualization practices to 

cognition and communication, declaring that recontextualization is not a mere 

transfer of a fixed meaning. This includes manipulating definitions and future 

interpretations in ways that are generally complicated and not well understood.  
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The use of translanguaging by bilingual or multilingual learners of Turkish 

results in both advantages and disadvantages linguistically and socially. On the 

one hand, and as one of the advantageous effects, TOMER students, who are 

Arabs in this study, resorted to translanguaging when they encounter a 

challenge of understating and comprehending a text for example. Thus, the 

coping mechanism is to search for the meaning in their L1 lexical and fill the 

missing knowledge or information or clarify a vague unclear phrase. The 

learners might also highly use translanguaging in term of understating social 

references of Turkish sayings and proverbs. In fact, the learners, subject of this 

research, often tend to delve into their L1 proverbs and sayings storage whether 

they are formal, informal or slang, to extract a matching one. An example of 

such a case is understating one popular Turkish Saying ‘ayak altında dolaşmak’.  

When Arab learners are trying to use L2 to catch the meaning of this saying into 

Arabic, they find its meaning as ‘to wander around and be useless’; however, 

they, with the help of translanguaging technique, will recall in their L1 sayings 

and proverbs alternatives of this expression. Thus, by applying this technique 

they could better receive the intended target meaning linguistically and socially. 

Therefore, by translanguaging the vague and socially unclear meaning of a 

proverb in L2, they are able to recover their input in such circumstance.  

On the other hand, although learners, interviewed and studied in this research, 

reach better understanding in many other cases by using the technique of 

translanguaging, the over use of translanguaging can lead to different -

misleading and deformed language skills, outputs, meanings and structures. To 

illustrate, in TOMER course, some learners of Turkish, excessively adopt 

translanguaging technique in order to understand and digest grammatical data 

and inputs. Because of that over-using, the learners face a lot of misleading 

apparent understating discovered when they put the grammar information into 

practice. The following example will draw much clearer idea; if a learner 

depends on translanguaging to understand the Turkish sentence ‘diyet 

yapmaman lazim’. The sentence under translanguaging means ‘it is necessary 

that you do not make a diet’; however, actually this is not the aimed meaning of 

the sentence which means ‘you should not go on a diet’. The learner who 

attempts to have in depth understanding of the grammar rule in the given 
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sentence faces obstacle of applying the model presented in real life. Their 

misunderstanding causes them face social problematic situations.  

In the same way, this study found that TOMER students resorted to this sense-

making practice when they translanguage between Turkish and Arabic. The 

Arabic students' comprehension of Turkish language as a whole is not void of 

orientation. According to the result of the survey, we noticed that students tried 

to build the context of L2 in their repertoire in a way that fit their L1 

interpretation and to do their best in order to come up with as similar context as 

that of the L2. The degree of best doing process is linked to their demographic 

information. When Ali and his friends encountered a rule that was "strange" and 

probably "not understandable at first", they did not want to skip it and leave it 

vague; rather, they tried to find equivalents of that grammar in Arabic contexts. 

In this way, they recontextualized that rule in a way that would fit their 

understandings of the Turkish context in order to be able to use it in the future. 

Context is a prominent factor of language learning since bilinguals may apply 

these languages in a different way depending on the person who they are 

speaking to and their communicative purposes.   

Thus, if language learners received sufficient and adequate support by their 

teachers in term of allowing them to apply translanguaging, providing proactive 

situation in classrooms, the development of L1 and L2 at the same time will 

enable the learners utilize and use both languages effectively. In all Turkish 

learning courses, there is a considerable degree of translanguaging usage, and in 

order to cope with utilization of the learning process Turkish language learners 

and so many teachers adopt the use of such a technique and strategy.   

4.5 Findings from Focus Group Interview 

For providing students of an enlightening example about translanguaging and 

making sure that they well comprehended what translanguaging was all about, 

the researcher provided them with a piece of famous Arabic poetry for Imam 

Shafi. Then, they were asked the previously structured questions of the 

interview in order for the researcher to elaborate more on the results. The 

Arabic poem transcription is as the following: 
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اءُ  عَل َما تَشَ  َدعِ األَیَّاَم تَفْ

عَل َما تَ  اءُ َدعِ األَیَّاَم تَفْ وطب نفساً إذا حكَم القضاءُ                 شَ  

 فما لحوادِث الدنیا بقاءُ         تَْجَزْع لنازلة اللیالي     َوال

 وشیمتَك السماحة ُ والوفاءُ     وكْن رجالً على األھواِل جلداً  

 فَما فِي النَّاِر ِللْظمآِن َماءُ       وال ترُج السماحة َمن بخیلٍ 

This poem is a famous literary work written by Imam Shafi and taught at 

elementary schools in many of the Arabic countries, so it is supposedly known 

for almost all of the students whose mother tongue is Arabic. 

The participants were also provided with papers including the Turkish 

translation of the poem in the sake of understanding and making comparison 

between the two languages. The Turkish translation is as follows: 

Bırak,günler istediğini yapsın Kader bir hüküm 

verdiği zaman da gönlünü hoş tut 

Gecelerin dertleri için sızlanma  

Çünkü dünya dertlerinin kalıcılığı yoktur  

Musibetlere karşı metin bir adam ol 

İnsanlar seni vefa ve hoş görün ile tanısın 

Bir cimriden de hoş görü bekleme  

Cehennemde.susamışlar.için.su.yoktur 

The English translation of the poetry is as follows: 

Let Days do whatever they want***and be satisfied if destiny talks 

And don’t panic from the incidents of nights***Incidents of life never last 

forever 

And be strong against hardships***and let tolerance and loyalty be your habit 

And never seek tolerance at a mean (person)***Fire has no water for the thirsty 

Then, the researcher asked for the participants' attitudes about the poetry and 

towards the Turkish translation. They were also asked to provide any material or 
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example that would be relevant to discuss and share their ideas about Turkish-

Arabic translanguaging. 

Marwan stated that since this type of poetry affected him, he memorized it since 

he was at elementary school and he was proud that this poem was of an Arabic 

origin. He assured that this kind of poetry should be translated to all languages 

of the world. Sham added that she was also interested in this type of poetry and 

she would like to see how it was translated into Turkish since she was studying 

it now at Aydin University. Bayan, who has a different point of view, said that 

it was fascinating to learn the translations of other languages for the same piece 

of literature; however, the poem itself, how it sounds in Arabic is unique and 

the translation or explanation in other languages would be unfair and would not 

convey the full meaning of the poem. Fares interrupted her saying that it could 

be unfair because this poem originated in Arabic, but it was going to be 

translated to other languages by no means, since it was very famous. 

They were also asked whether they would chat or prefer to tell a funny story to 

their friends in the target language, and they were enquired to justify their 

replies. Their answers were as the following:  

Fares: "During the class, I would like to converse only in Turkish for the 

purpose of improving my language skills"  

Selma: "We as learners cannot avoid using home language when joking or 

chatting because it is so hard to say all these words immediately in the target 

language."  

Ali: "Well, it is so difficult to use the target language when you want to joke or 

say something between friends; sometimes the expression loses its meaning 

when translated literally or mistakenly." 

Then, the participants were to answer the second related question: As 

translanguagers, do you think it is helpful to find equivalents for parts of Arabic 

literature in Turkish language? 

Fares and Selma agreed on the idea that it was not that much challenging to look 

for equivalents for literary concepts or parts of literature, but the difficulty lies 

in the complexity of Arabic language itself, for it was classified as one of the 

most difficult-to-learn languages. However, Ali had a different point of view: 
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"It is not useful to compare any language literature to another because each one 

was created within its own wording, culture, attitudes and conceptions. Each 

language has its own tone and it will lose this tone when translated because 

tones can never be translated." 

The responses of participants in the focus group interview have shown that L2 

learners are most inclined to learn Turkish through the topics related to Turkish 

culture, the reason being that they are curious about the subject and theme how 

they are posed in Turkish language. Thus, they look forward to learning both the 

target language and the target culture at once. In this way, they can learn better 

and recall better clues of the target language to associate it with the target 

culture. 

For observing the participants' views, the following two questions were 

elaborated upon: 

- Does the similarity between Turkish and Arabic vocabulary in both 

meaning and pronunciation help the students better to recall vocabulary?  

- Do you experience any language problems while using Turkish 

vocabulary that has the same Arabic pronunciation with different 

meaning? 

The participants mentioned several vocabulary examples that really have the 

common meaning and pronunciation between Arabic and Turkish: they pointed 

out those words such as "kitap, mühendis, sabah, cevap, etc." are so helping and 

remarkable especially when they practice translanguaging, so that if they forget 

the exact Turkish word they can use the Arabic one interchangeably.   

However, when they have to use the word “fakat”, for example, the six 

participants agreed on the fact that the degree of confusion was very high, and it 

was difficult to deduce the meaning since Arabic has the same pronunciation 

with different meanings. 
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Table 4.7: Words of same pronunciation, but different meaning 

Vocabulary  Turkish Arabic 

Fakat But Only 

Evrak Document Pieces of paper 

vücüt Human body Entity, Existence 

The students were asked whether they had the tendency to find an alternative 

meaning to expressions they do not understand in the wording of the Turkish 

sentence. Fares and Selma explained that they usually suffered from problems 

like "general understanding" and they "try to find equivalents but they do not 

always succeed." Sham added that Turkish vocabularies were not usually easy 

to predict their meaning, either she knew the meaning or she had to translate; 

she could not guess the meaning out of the context. 

On the other hand, according to Ali, "I understand the speech as a whole but 

when using new vocabularies and expressions, specifically when the teacher 

speaks rapidly, I try to generate all possible ideas relating and fitting to the 

context in order not to miss the meaning as a whole." Ali also mentioned an 

example of a grammar rule that did not exist in the Arabic language. He 

explained "when the teacher taught us the grammatical rule of "gelmişken," for 

instance, it was so challenging to understand this rule since it does not exist in 

Arabic. So, I and my classmates tried to understand the context by which the 

rule is used; however, it is much difficult than understand it to use it in the 

future." Ali tried to make sense of the rule which he did not understand in a way 

that fits his language and culture, since that rule does not exist in his home 

language and this is to be explained in the third part of the findings. 

When the participants were asked about some examples of the translanguaging 

they experience during the class, they provided the following ones with 

supporting explanations: 

Selma explained: "In many cases, the teacher was providing us with Turkish 

texts from the course books in order to summarize, so we were allowed to 

discuss it in our mother tongue language in order to read aloud the summary in 
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Turkish. In addition, sometimes we are inquired to summarize to the class what 

the lesson was about in home language. Furthermore, we were also submitting 

seminars of topics that we researched about them in Arabic" 

Ali provided us with his examples saying that: "We were strategically paired in 

a way which allows us as peers to discuss or share ideas in our home language; 

and in this way, students will be able to share what they know and research 

information about the topic in the L1. Moreover, the peer can sometimes help 

one another with writing or articulating words which they find difficult to 

produce." 

Fares declared: "During the class we tended to take notes about the lesson in 

Arabic language. We were asked to write a paragraph or essay in Turkish but 

our draft paper was full of mixed brainstorming in both languages, Turkish and 

Arabic. 

Selma meditated: "We are always all ears to learn the provided cognates by our 

teacher either pointed out orally or written on the board, with paying attention 

to the very little difference in the pronunciation." 

Sham added: "We are sometimes offered a text to work on by the teacher, the 

text being in Turkish, and we are inquired to read the text in Turkish and 

sometimes offer the general meaning in Arabic to weaker colleagues.  The 

teacher sometimes allows us to discuss the questions in Arabic by group 

thinking technique for the aim of gaining more accurate and direct answers 

about the given text. We also try to translate difficult words into Arabic and 

mark them in our notebooks so that when reviewing those topics we can easily 

recall multilingual noted details along with the required information." 

Ali clarified: "If teachers imposed that we use only Turkish language during the 

class, many students will not be able to participate or even interact because, 

generally speaking, the outcome language produced by most of the students is a 

kind of mixture between Turkish and Arabic benefitting from cognates, 

especially when constructing long and complex sentences. For this reason, the 

use of any of the two languages would be incomplete without the other." 

Marwan contemplated: "When we first learn a Turkish vocabulary or expression 

that we do not know its equivalent in Arabic, we are inclined to check it up in a 
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Turkish-Arabic dictionary, compare the two structures and reflect on them with 

our friends. Consequently, the practicing of this languaging here and shifting 

between Turkish and Arabic is increasing the multilingual concepts in the 

students' repertoire." 

As an overall remark, the participants seem to be aware about the process by 

which they acquire Turkish in class. Their replies transcribed in the interview 

provided clear perspectives about what was really happening in the class. Their 

Turkish language processing is indispensable with the use of Arabic language, 

from which they recall their cultural perspectives and maintain their identity. 

So, it could appear that language classes can no more prevent the use of mother 

tongue for whatsoever circumstances; however, if students are asked so, the 

translanguaging would keep on taking place unintentionally. Thus, the 

organization of the happening of this technique would result in more effective 

consequences. 
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5.  CONCLUSIONS  

5.1 Introduction   

This part includes a summary of the study, a conclusion, limitations about this 

research and suggestions for further studies. 

5.2  Summary of the Study  

For the aim of observing the translanguaging technique practiced by TOMER 

students at Aydin University, this research was conducted employing mixed 

research methods. To which extent translanguaging was prevalent and the 

obstacles which were encountered by languaging students were the topics which 

much interested the researcher and were thus research questions that framed this 

study. 

5.3 Conclusions     

The aim of this paper was to assess both the prevalence and efficacy of 

translanguaging practices within classroom discourses at TÖMER centers. 

Throughout the study, it has been detected how the students' use of one 

language in order to understand the other revealed the degree of effectiveness of 

translanguaging in deepening comprehension and cultivating a high sense of self 

and identity. The students alternated input and output languages in order to 

achieve better understanding of the target language and gain epistemic 

pedagogical access. The frequent alternation between both languages has proved 

that the students' use of any of the two languages is incomplete without the 

other during the class, as in the case when they tried to understand an L2 

grammar rule in their home language. In brief, the results showed that the 

teacher and students were using translanguaging purposefully and effectively to 

support multilingual access by the students, though students are largely inclined 

to practice all forms of translanguaging more than teachers are inclined to, since 
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highly motivated students are striving to acquire the language, so they try to 

invest and employ every possible practice. The student case documented in this 

research showed effective and adaptive use of translanguaging strategies and 

performance of the goals of the classroom discourse. In particular, the students 

demonstrated a systematic use of multiple language learning, a greater 

understanding of the taught material, and the growth of multilingual concepts. 

In specific, they displayed a strategic use of multiple language practice, deeper 

comprehension of the content taught and multilingual concept development. 

Thus, we can observe how translanguaging has become one of the inspirational 

initiatives that encourage students to look how the structures of both languages 

can be interconnected, compared and contrasted and how they can employ the 

structure of home language in getting across meaning. 

Translanguaging and code-switching are epistemologically different in the sense 

that when you code-switch, you are moving from one named language with all 

its linguistic system to another and this is an external point of view. However, 

translanguaging is an internal point of view where the learner uses full language 

repertoire in order to make meaning. The monolingual teacher should not 

behave as an authority in the class; rather, he should be a co-learner with the 

students in order to take the students' existing resources and leverage them in 

developing the target language as well as their social emotional identities. 

There has to be a space for translanguaging by securing the bases and providing 

both time and the kind of practices like establishing events comprising both 

Turkish and Arab students and practicing translanguaging within these events. 

However, if a student's L2 output showed that they have mis-contextualized a 

topic or certain expression, such a strategy can lead to miscommunication and 

probably great mis-understanding if the interlocutor fails to catch the intended 

meaning of the translanguagers. For this season, students have better join 

classes inhabited by their equals, i.e. same language background or same 

nationality. Classes that house communities of the same cultural background 

would also facilitate teachers who can negotiate students' resulting output and 

would deal with their thoughts as creative rather than peculiar. In this way, the 

interaction of students with their fellows would help them produce their output 

wisely and confidently. 
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5.4 Limitations of the Study   

The results of this research survey were confirmed by the focus group interview 

in order to avoid any unexpected limitations for the study. However, the 

conclusions would have been more comprehensive if teachers' perspectives 

about the translanguaging students were included within the study. In my 

opinion, this study lacks the teachers' points of views about the translanguaging 

activities and their feedback after languaging classes.  

5.5  Suggestions for Further Study    

In further studies, the number of the participants could be increased. Not only 

the students', but also the teachers' perceptions could be gathered to have a 

better understanding of the difficulties experienced by the translanguagers, so as 

to find solutions for their obstacles. In later studies, conducting interviews with 

both the students and the teachers may help researchers get a wider perspective 

on the issue. 
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Appendix 1 

Questions of the survey: 

1- Do you have difficulty finding the required vocabulary in the target 

language?  

2- Do you have any problems related to the Turkish sentence structure or 

word order? 

3- Can you understand the meaning of strange and new words from the 

context of the sentence? 

4- Do you usually look for alternative or approximate meaning to any word if 

you could not understand it in the wording of a sentence? 

5- During the class do you prefer to tell a joke to your friends in the mother 

language? 

6- Do you think it is helpful to find equivalents for parts of Arabic literature 

in Turkish language? 

7- Do you think translating parts of Turkish poetry or prose into Arabic 

would help in better understanding? 

8- Does the similarity between Turkish and Arabic words in both meaning 

and pronunciation help you better recall vocabulary? 

9- Do you experience any language problem while using Turkish vocabulary 

that has the same Arabic pronunciation with different meaning?  

10- Is shifting between Turkish and Arabic languages within the lesson 

beneficial for your learning? 

11- Do you find that the translanguaging technique develops your learning of 

Turkish? 
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Appendix 2 

Questions of the focus group interview: 

1- Do you have difficulty finding the required vocabulary in the target 

language?  

2- Do you have any problems related to the Turkish sentence structure or 

word order? 

3- Can you understand the meaning of strange and new words from the 

context of the sentence? 

4- Do you usually look for alternative or approximate meaning to the word if 

you could not understand it? 

5- During the class do you prefer to tell a joke to your friends in the target 

language? 

6- Do you think you can formulate the sentence as it should be using the 

correct rules and sequence of words within the sentence? 

7- Do you think it is helpful to find equivalents for parts of Arabic literature 

in Turkish language? 

8- Do you think translating parts of Turkish poetry or prose into Arabic 

would help in better understanding? 

9- Does the similarity between Turkish and Arabic words in both meaning 

and pronunciation help students better recall vocabulary? 

10- Do you experience any language problem while using Turkish vocabulary 

that has the same Arabic pronunciation with different meaning?  

11- Is it helpful to shift between Turkish and Arabic languages within the 

lesson? 

12- Is shifting between Turkish and Arabic languages within the lesson 

beneficial for your learning? 

13- Do you find that the translanguaging technique develops your learning of 

Turkish?  
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